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ABSTRACT :
Wireless sensor networks [WSNs] have
become

very

popular

and

ubiquitous

technologies for everyday applications. WSNs
are vulnerable to clone node attacks that
effects in many devastating ways. An attacker
can capture a sensor node to install number
of clone nodes with same privacy information
causing

serious

security

threats

and

deterioration in network lifetime. Current
security

scheme

along

with

distinct

advantages suffer from number of limitations.
A good counter attacks measure should not
only cater for security and energy-efficiency
but network lifetime as well. Most of the
previous works aim at maximizing the clone
detection probability without considering the
impact of proposed clone detection protocol
on the network lifetime and required data
buffer storage. Hence we carefully design a
distributed clone detection protocol with
random

witness

selection

by

jointly

considering the clone detection probability,
network lifetime and data buffer capacity.
INTRODUCTION :
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have

emerged

as

promising

technologies

for

numerous applications in civil and military.
Secure communication is one of the most
challenging and risky tasks. WSNs are found
to be prone to clone node attacks that effects
in many harmful ways. In a clone node attack,
an adversary captures a node and installs its
code with same privacy information. Later
adversary makes multiple copies of the node
and installs them throughout the network to
take control of the network. If these clone
nodes are not detected, network is left
vulnerable to attacks and thus severe damage.
In most cases, the sensors forming these
networks are deployed arbitrarily and left
unattended to and are expected to perform
their mission properly and with efficiency. As
a results of this random readying, the WSN
has typically varied degrees of node density on
its space. Sensor networks also are energy
strained since the individual sensors that the
network is created with, are extraordinarily
energy-constrained

moreover.

The

communication devices on these sensors are
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little and have restricted power and range.

rings based on the function of energy
consumption.

Wireless sensor network is an insecure to the
node replication. We have to detect and report

Two important phases in existing system are

the duplicate node attack in the wsn. The ring

witness selection and legitimacy verification.

structure

data

In witness selection, a random mapping

forwarding along the path towards the

function is employed to help each source node

witnesses and the sink. To prolong network

randomly

lifetime, i.e., time duration from the start of

legitimacy verification, a verification request

network until the first occurrence of a sensor

is sent from the source node to its witnesses,

that runs out of energy, it is critical to not

which contains the private information of the

only minimize the energy consumption of

source node. Here witness headers are nodes

each node but also balance the energy

responsible for determining whether the

consumption among sensors distributively

source node is legitimacy or not by comparing

located in different areas of WSNs.

the messages collected from all witnesses.

ERCD PROTOCOL:

Drawbacks:

facilitates

energy-efficient

ERCD protocol can achieve a high clone

select

its

witnesses.

In

the

 Sensors use up their batteries quickly

detection probability with little negative

due

impact on network lifetime and limited

consumption, and dead sensors may

requirement

capacity.

cause network partition, which may

Witness node used in verification of privacy

further affect the normal operation of

information is randomly selected from a ring

WSNs.

of

buffer

storage

area to detect these attacks. Ring structure is

to

 Most

the

unbalanced

existing

approaches

improve

towards the witness node, witness header, and

detection at the expense of energy

sink or base station (BS). It can also balance

consumption and memory storage,

the energy consumption of sensors at

which cannot be appropriate for a few

different

sensing element networks with

by

distributing

the

witnesses all over WSNs except non-witness

restricted

rings, i.e., the adjacent rings around the sink,

memory storage.

productive

will

used for energy-efficient data forwarding

locations

the

energy

energy

clone

resource

which should not have witnesses. After that,
we obtain the optimal number of non-witness

METHODOLOGY:
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The ERCD protocol consists of 2 stages:

distributed clone detection protocol with

witness choice and legitimacy verification. In

random witness selection scheme with

witness choice, a random mapping operates is

multiple witness headers in WSN’s.

used to assist every supply node every which

 In ERCD, the witness header is bottle neck

the

of the scheme, since after a witness header

legitimacy verification, a verification request

of a witness ring energy level reaches to

is distributed from the supply node to its

zero or compromised, it could not work.

witnesses, that contains the personal info of

 We introduce multiple witness headers to

the supply node. If witnesses receive the

further distribute the energy usage and load

verification messages, all the messages are

balancing.

going to be forwarded to the witness header

performed alternatively or another witness

for legitimacy verification, wherever witness

header among three is used after one energy

headers are nodes liable for deciding whether

level drops to threshold, our proposed

or not the supply node is legitimacy or not, by

scheme will balance the network energy

comparison, the messages collected from all

usage in a better way.

way

choose

its

witnesses.

within

Since,

verification

can

be

witnesses. If the received messages are

 Following are the expected contributions of

completely different from existing record or

our proposed method as compared to

the messages are terminated, the witness

ERCD.

header can report a clone attack to the sink to

1. Network lifetime improvements

trigger a revocation procedure.

2. Energy efficiency
3. Traffic load balancing with multiple

ERCD WITH MULTIPLE HEADERS:

witness header

 Most previous works assume that all
selected witnesses are trustful. In our work,

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:

we have relaxed the assumption of trustful

The performance of ERCD protocol is

witness node, and investigated the case that

analysed

some

been

simulation platform in large network. As NS2

compromised. In ERCD protocol, since we

is a discrete event-driven system, the event set

have a set of witnesses for each sensor, the

is stored in the system and events are released

probability that a

one by one to evaluate our ERCD protocol in

selected

compromised

witnesses

have

witness receives

NS2

open

source

modular

the simulation.

the request message is very low.


An

energy

and

memory-efficient

1. Throughput: At certain intervals of time the
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throughput was observed for single witness

high energy preservance than ercd protocol

header and multiple witness headers. The

with single witness headers with same buffer

amount of data packets transmitted between

capacity. The points were taken at certain

the nodes were noted high for ercd with

intervals of time and corresponding graph was

multiple witness headers. The points plotted

plotted as shown.

were drawn a graph as shown below.
CONCLUSION :
Thus after identifying the weaknesses of
proposed methods which has been done
previously we proposed an efficient algorithm
that covers various issues related to it. Using
proposed algorithm it is possible to minimize
the overhead of data packets. It can also
achieve long network lifetime by effectively
distributing the traffic load across the
network,

energy

consumption

with

the

reasonable storage capacity of the data buffer.
2. Energy:
In terms of energy also its proved that ercd
protocol with multiple witness headers shows

Both

of

our

theoretical

analysis

and

simulation results have demonstrated that our
protocol can detect the clone attack with
almost probability with a set of nodes selected
within ring area, which are called witness
nodes, used to certify the legitimacy of the
nodes in the network.
FUTURE WORK:
In our future work, we will consider different
mobility patterns under various network
scenarios and improve the connectivity in
sparse network number of mobile sink could
be increased. Simulations can be extended
with multiple mobile sink to cover the other
parameters and scenarios such as fault
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tolerance, impact of data aggregation etc.

Sensor Networks: A Survey, pp. 1-22,
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